
General info about the semester
Where, when and what to read



New lesson plan on Fronter

• Contains the rest of the lessons until the ”break”
• And probably the rest of the semester

• That means you can read up before each lesson
• The next lessons will be more of a practical nature

• Next week bring cameras (I suggest cellphones)
• Next week over your own laptops with Premiere if possible

• You can use school computers if you do not have Premiere but they are usually
rather slow



Questions? Email me!

• You are always welcome to email me with questions about this or 
any other subject (I finished MMD myself not too long ago) on 
erwl@eal.dk

mailto:erwl@eal.dk


Homework from last time
Status on scripts and storyboards



Today’s lesson
More on scripts and storyboarding



Scripts
What to film



Why script

• Saves time
• Makes sure that the proper shots are in the video
• Potentially results in less wasted shots
• Can be adapted to other media later on



Script and screenplay

• A screenplay is a form of script that follows certain stylistic rules
• There are a lot of rules to follow for ”classic Hollywood style” screenplay

• A screenplay is a script for a movie whereas a script can also be
for a stage play, game etc.

• The following about a screenplay might thus not be suitable for 
your productions (especially the page rule) but it is a good model 
to build upon



Screenplay

• 90-120 pages in Courier 12 on white A4 paper
• With the Courier font it roughly equals one minute of screen time
• Thus 90-120 pages equals the normal span of a film
• Top, bottom and right margins are 2,5cm. Left margin is 4cm
• Whole document is single space

• The next pages will cover some basic rules for making a screenplay



Screenplay

• Scene heading (also called slug line)
• Indent: Left: 0 Right: 0 Width: 15cm
• One-line description of the place and time of the scene
• Usually written in CAPS
• Example
• BAGEND – LATE AFTERNOON



Screenplay

• Subheader
• Indent: Left: 0 Right: 0 Width: 15cm
• When a new scene heading is not need but we need some 

distinction in the action
• Used sparingly
• When there are a series of quick cuts between two locations use

the term INTERCUT and the scene locations
• Example
• INTERCUT - Map of Middle-earth



Screenplay

• Action
• Indent: Left: 0 Right: 0 Width: 15cm
• Events of a scene described narratively
• Only things that can be seen or heard should be included
• Example
• Bilbo lights a match, then uses it to light a 
candle. He walks through a hallway in Bag End, 
carrying the candle



Screenplay

• Character
• Indent: Left: 5cm Right: 0 Width: 10cm
• When introducing a character his name should be capitalized

within the action
• Character names are CAPPED and always listed above their lines of 

dialogue
• Minor characters may be listed without names, for example 

”SOLDIER" or ”HOBBIT."
• Example
• “My dear FRODO.”



Screenplay

• Dialogue
• Indent: Left: 2,5cm Right: 3,8cm Width: 9cm
• The character’s speech
• Dialogue format is used anytime a character is heard speaking, 

even for off-screen and voice-overs
• Example
• “You asked me one once if I had told you 
everything there was to know about my adventures. 
And while I can honestly say I have told you the 
truth, I may not have told you all of it.”



Screenplay

• Transition
• Indent: Left: 10cm Right: 0 Width: 5cm
• Editing instructions, only appear in a shooting script
• Transition verbiage includes:

• CUT TO:
• DISSOLVE TO:
• SMASH CUT:
• QUICK CUT:
• FADE TO:



Screenplay

• Parenthetical
• Indent: Left: 3,8cm Right: 5cm Width: 6,3cm
• Direction for the character, either attitude or action-oriented
• Not everyone uses them today as what they say is conveyed by the 

director



Screenplay

• Shot
• Indent: Left: 0 Right: 0 Width: 9cm
• A shot tells the reader the focal point within a scene has changed. 

Like a transition, there's rarely a time when a spec screenwriter 
should insert shot directions. Once again, that's the director's job. 

• Examples of Shots:
• ANGLE ON --
• EXTREME CLOSE UP --
• PAN TO --
• FRODO’S POV --










Exercise
Make scripts



Make scripts

• Continue on your own script for your short video following the 
rules laid before

• I will go around and check your work



Storyboards
What to film part two



Why storyboard

• Forms a bridge between the script and the actual film
• Like an easy to read comic that shows each scene in the film
• Composing the scene visually before shooting can save time



Breaking your script

• Break the script into smaller steps, shots
• A shot is the time the camera turns on to the time it turns off

• Continues footage with no cuts

• The content of those shots are transformed into a series of 
storyboard panels



Planning the shot panels

• What is the location?
• How many actors are needed?
• Any important props or vehicles?
• What type of shot (close-up, wide-shot, establishing shot, and so on)
• What is the shot's angle (where the camera is shooting from)? Is it a high angle? A 

low angle?
• Do any actors or vehicles need to move within a frame, and what is the direction of 

that action?
• Do you need any camera movement to add motion to this shot? In other words, does 

the camera follow the actor or vehicles in the shot, and in what direction?
• Do you need any special lighting? The lighting depends on what type of mood you're 

trying to convey (for example, you may need candlelight, moonlight, a dark alley, or 
a bright sunny day).

• Do you need any special effects? Illustrating special effects is important to deciding 
whether you have to hire a special-effects person. Special effects can include 
gunfire, explosions, and computer-generated effects.



Creating a shot list

• Decide if every shot needs a storyboard or only ones that require 
extra planning

• Storyboarding every shot can ensure the style and mood by 
keeping the focus on certain angles, lightning etc. all the time



Storyboard panel

• Find a panel that fits the screen you plan for
• Write description below the box that describes the shot



Pro storyboarding

• Draw well (as based on one of the articles)
• Draw anatomically correct (no manga or superheroes)
• Draw well from all angles

• For you level of work and general outside the field: simpler 
sketches are fully acceptable

• I’ve worked with people who do advertisements professionally whose 
storyboards are not much above stick-figures themselves








Exercise
Make storyboards



Make storyboards

• Continue on your own storyboard for your short video following
the rules laid before

• I have copied example sheets with premade frames
• I will go around and check your work



Homework



Assignment for next time

• Continue working on your script and make story boards
• You may work in groups (2-4 persons)

• UPLOAD STORYBOARDS AND SCRIPTS ON FRONTER BEFORE NEXT 
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 18, AT 12:00 MIDDAY

• This is so I have a chance to look at your stuff before the next lesson
• Name the files the firstnames of the group members (e.g. KennethErik.pdf)
• You may zip the files (only zip, not rar or other compression) or hand them

in individually as long as you remember the naming!

• You need to use those next lesson!



Sources



Sources

• Internet articles
• http://www.claytowne.com/beats-digging-ditches/storyboard-tutorial-

how-to-create-storyboards-for-film-video-and-television/
• http://www.dummies.com/how-to/content/storyboarding-your-film.html
• http://nofilmschool.com/2013/09/storyboarding-tips-dreamworks
• https://www.writersstore.com/how-to-write-a-screenplay-a-guide-to-

scriptwriting/
• Videos
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ne-e7IjNUdE
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pmpmkV5b5qM
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XZszextv6yE

http://www.claytowne.com/beats-digging-ditches/storyboard-tutorial-how-to-create-storyboards-for-film-video-and-television/
http://www.dummies.com/how-to/content/storyboarding-your-film.html
http://nofilmschool.com/2013/09/storyboarding-tips-dreamworks
https://www.writersstore.com/how-to-write-a-screenplay-a-guide-to-scriptwriting/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ne-e7IjNUdE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pmpmkV5b5qM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XZszextv6yE
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